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EMAIL #1
FOCUS: Currency / Attention
SUBJ: The #1 currency in 2018
------------------------------NAME,
What’s the NUMBER one currency in 2018?

It’s not cash.
It’s not revenue.
It’s not bitcoin.
It’s one thing and one thing only:
ATTENTION!
Why?
Because when you’re able to captivate and hold someone’s attention....
You’re able to create endless amounts of value.
And we’re excited to let you know we’ve partnered with the world’s most
revolutionary attention-grabbing platform using videos.
But not any videos — these are Viddyoze.
Viddyoze does the work for you and allows you to create stunning
animations, stingers and so much more….
Without pricey software.
Without unreliable freelancers.
Without corporate clip art.
And we love what they do much, that we wanted to give you an
opportunity to try them out.

Simply click here to learn more:
>>> Why Viddyoze Is Your Secret Weapon!
[END OF EMAIL WORDING],
NAME, TITLE
COMPANY
EMAIL #2
FOCUS: It’s this easy.
SUBJ: What’s stopping you?
------------------------------NAME,
What’s stopping you?
Specifically…
What’s stopping you from fully embracing video in regards to your
brand, product and service?
Because there’s two ways to do this, from what we’ve seen.
Option 1 — those people who use video, but only because they “have
to” or it’s what “others” are doing.
They usually produce low level content with the quality to match — then
wonder why they don’t get conversions, shares and engagement.
(Let’s hope this isn’t you...but if it is, that’s okay for now.)
Option 2 — those who understand video is an ESSENTIAL part of
growing their presence, and ultimately differentiating themselves in any
marketplace.
But for both, there’s tons of obstacles in the way, right?
Learning software.
Creating production.
Editing turnaround time.

Paying licensing fees.
It’s enough to make you quit, because who’s got that kind of time and
cash?
That’s why we love Viddyoze.
In a few short years, Viddyoze has transformed how people,
entrepreneurs, businesses, solo-preneurs create videos that move the
needle.
Gone are the days of hiring expensive freelancers, dealing with complex
and pricey software and taking FOREVER to create.
Click here to learn more:
>>>> Discover How Viddyoze Can Change Your Game!
[END OF EMAIL WORDING],
NAME, TITLE
COMPANY
P.S. This video was made only in a few minutes right on the Viddyoze
platform. Isn’t that awesome? Click here to do the same.
EMAIL #3
FOCUS: Simplicity
SUBJ: 3 clicks for $1,000?
------------------------------NAME,
Quick question for you:
If you needed a world class produced video to put in your company (or a
client’s) logo — how long would it take?
Probably more than 3 clicks or a matter of minutes.
And if it didn’t, it’d probably look like your 13 year old cousin with an
animation hobby put it together.

(And she’s awesome — but still needs some work.)
The last few days we’ve been talking about how awesome Viddyoze is,
and why this is a must have for your arsenal.
These guys are delivering crazy levels of value and are always upgrading
their platform to give you the best of the best.
What would normally take days, if not weeks — and cost an arm and a
leg, now takes a few moments.
Add in world class, in-house production with matching beats, and you’re
going to have to call a dentist for anyone who comes across your video.
Why?
Jaws are going to drop so hard.
So, head over here now and find out what they’re all about and how you
can differentiate yourself using their platform:
>>> Dominate Your Marketplace With Viddyze!
[END OF EMAIL WORDING],
NAME, TITLE
COMPANY
P.S. Boring, bland video….we’ve all seen it. In fact, it does more HARM
than good, especially to those who see you for the first time. Don’t let
that happen to you. Click here to discover Viddyoze.
EMAIL #4
FOCUS: Lack of complexity
SUBJ: Simplicity = superpower?
------------------------------NAME,
In a world with endless options, what becomes your superpower?
(Take a second now.)

If you said simplicity, you’re right.
The reason you and I have trouble executing even some of the best laid
out plans for content is simple:
We overcomplicate everything, which means we get lost in a sea of
“what we could do” or “what we have to do”, instead of what REALLY
moves your business forward:

EXECUTING!
And that’s why we’re so excited to be involved with Viddyoze, because
these guys “get” it.
They took something that was incredibly complex — creating irresistible
videos, stingers, intros and outros…
And made it BEYOND simple!
But what’s the catch, you’re asking?
If it’s simple, it must mean the quality is poor, or something else.
And that’s where these guys really win.
They travel all over the world and hire the world’s best production crews
to create unbelievable templates you can start using today.
Check them out right here, and simplify your life:
>>>> Discover How Viddyoze Can Change Your Game!
[END OF EMAIL WORDING],
NAME, TITLE
COMPANY
P.S. Did we mention you’ll never deal with hiring a freelancer again? And
oh yeah...you can monetize and sell these at 20X your time and cost.
Click here to learn more.
EMAIL #5
FOCUS: Straight to the point

SUBJ:
------------------------------NAME,
During the last few days, we’ve been telling you about our favorite video
platform on the planet…
...and how using them to not only simplify every part of your content, but
to:
●
●
●
●

Level up your engagement and attention 3 clicks or less
Consistently overcome the “bottleneck” that comes with creating
high value content
Raise your praises and establish yourself as an authority
Add new revenue streams to your business

...and simply use video as yet another asset in your arsenal to dominate
and obliterate your competition!
So, what are you waiting for?
And best of all, these could could EASILY charge 2-3X and it’d be
beyond worth it.
But they don’t.
So we won’t be telling you again, but here’s your opportunity to get in
the game and experience it for yourself:
>>>> Discover How To Level Up With Viddyoze
They’re always coming up with new additions, features and templates —
but their price can go up too.
So take advantage now, and join the revolution here:
>>>> Discover How To Level Up With Viddyoze
[END OF EMAIL WORDING],
NAME, TITLE
COMPANY

